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 Well hey!? Welcome to Coffee Crumbs Issue 2: 
Mug Bottom Sludge.  Ever take that last gulp of coffee 
and get a mouthful of dirty grounds? That’s us in your 
mouth.  I have no idea what I mean by that.  

 Anyway, as always some words and images may 
be questionable.  What’s the point of independent 
media if it don’t challenge the status quo?  Dethrone 
the oppressive FCC.  Censor yourself not each other.  
Freedom of speech and all that jazz.  
 
 Which reminds me, the views and opinions 
expressed in this zine do no represent Coffee Crumbs, 
Dim Media, its authors or any suable entity.  (Ha ha ha, 

never will you get us in court, less you wanna marry us. Ohhh.)  
   
 Once again here’s a reminder, Coffee Crumbs is 
free online just send us an email and we’ll send you 
a PDF.  dimmedia@gmail.com.   Also and/or visit our 
website www.storyofdim.com so you can see us at 
some hot art shows.    

 We’re still looking for some interaction from 
you.  Complaints, submissions, criticism, grammatical 
advise,  drink recipes and rants. So email us or call this 
number 206-339-6732. I dare ya, no wait I double 
dare ya.

All right rock n roll and have fun with this thing.     
Your friends, 

Dim Media















 The sleeperʼs leather hat chases the 
tumbleweeds across the sand. His body is still warm, 
resisting its dead truth. Two canine silhouettes shade 
the fresh corpse.  
     
 Coyote licks his chops, “Now thatʼs good desert 
eating.”
  
 “Eh, I prefer mine a bit more fresh,” says Wolf. 
He slicks back his thick mane with a blood soaked paw.  
 “More fresh? What are you talking about? Heʼs 
steaming.”  
 “Yeah. I prefer a fresh kill to this found object. 
Thereʼs something about a succulent beating heart 
still racing with anxiety that brings out the full flavor.” 
Wolf tosses aside a deflated organic balloon. “Eck. The 
pineal glandʼs busted. We should keep looking.”  
 Coyote snaps in recoil from barring his head 
deep inside the open rib cage. “You can look all you 
want. Iʼm hungry and Iʼm eating.”  
 Wolf grimaces and takes a good whiff, “You 
know…” he says, “I could bring him back.”  
 Coyote stops seasoning the sleeperʼs arm for a 
moment, “Why?”  
  “Clearly for culinary purposes,” says Wolf. 
“Remember that sweet northern fox I was bunking 
with? She won a bet with Death and gave me some of 
the killings. Looks like garlic salt, but it resurrects the 
dead.” 
 “You canʼt go around curing death,” says Coyote. 
“That ruins the sport. Plus weʼll overpopulate.”  
 Wolf takes out a pouch of sand, and pinches a 
few grains. “Sounds like a great harvest! Food you keep 
on eating!”



 The wolfʼs words resonate into the sleeperʼs 
soul, but exit from a different mouth. From a friend 
named Hooch. “Food you keep on eating, buddy. Now 
pass me some of that boar.”  

      The sleeper now answers to Mow. His avatar is 
as different as his surroundings. By reflex he slices 
the boars back with a hatchet. The boar squeals and 
clenches its tusks on a robust pineapple.  Both fruit 
and swine rejuvenate.  
      Mow scans vaguely familiar faces easing out of 
vertigo.  He sits before a smorgasbord of living flesh: 
parrots, giant cockroaches, boar and iguana.  Three 
belligerent men sit with him at the marble table.  
Theyʼre athletic alcoholics with massive toned muscles 
beneath beer fat.  The tribesmen smirk and flex while 
slamming skull sized tiki drinks.  Mowʼs eyes blur and 
refocus  “Am I on a tug-a-war team?” 
 A melody of caws and hissing diverts Mowʼs 
attention.  Rainforest orchestra.  The ocean crackles 
against rocks and Mow notices the rhythm section.  
Near the water beneath obsidian shrines fellow 
tribesman drum, hammering makeshift snares and 
toms.  The shrines are sculpted lions with viper tails.  
Mow feels a tickle turn to piss shivers.  Hooch slaps 
him across the back cracking ribs.  Mow chokes and 
vomits rum, but feels his ribs fuse back.  Hooch erupts 
in laughter.  “Sober up buddy, youʼre missing the 
festivities.”
 Mow follows Hooch to the turquesite knoll 
within the drum circle.  Torches bathe the turquoise 
rock in purple aura dripping on the shadow dancers.  
Their bodies writhe in serpentine worship, curvaceous 
amazons marinated in sweat.  Mow is pulled in, 
dominated by Jaya, a milk chocolate vixen.  She leads 
Mowʼs limbs in synchronized foreplay.  Snare drums 



get punched hard into a roll.  Jayaʼs eclipsing retinas 
clear Mow of thought.  His hand trickles down her 
abdomen before a sonic blast plasters him against the 
rocks.  
Another boisterous roar departs the lion godʼs mouth.  
The entire tribe grovels before the angry deity.  He 
stands six elephants tall, with a thick braided mane 
and an uncoiled cobra for a tail.  Hooch is one of the 
tribesmen unlucky enough to be pinned beneath the 
lionʼs feet.  The cobra strikes inhaling the pineapple 
stuffed boar.
      “THIS.” Says the lion god in low octaves,  “THIS IS 
WHAT YOU DO WITH IMMORTALITY?”  His crescent-
moon eyes are spotlights scanning the guilty tribe.  
“BAH.  YOUR SACRIFICES ARE WORTHLESS.  YOUʼVE 
TURNED UTOPIA INTO ROUTINE.”  The obsidian shrines 
collapse and the lion god grits his teeth.  “YOU ARE 
EMPTY, UNINSPIRED, ENTIRELY GRATIFIED.  YOUR 
SONGS ARE DEAF TO THE BEAT OF THE EARTH.  NO 
LONGER WILL YOU INTERUPT MY SLUMBER WITH 
REPETITIVE TESH.  LEAVE MY ISLAND AND LEARN 
SUFFERING.”
 



 The lion extends his talons severing Hoochʼs 
arms and head. He scoops whatʼs left of him into his 
his mouth and swallows.  Three others share Hoochʼs 
fate as the furious god drags his paw through the 
crowd.  They do not heal.  The lion god slaps a paw 
into the turquesite knoll cracking a fault line.  The 
knoll icebergs into the ocean while the remaining 
islanders scurry to get aboard.  The cobra tail snags a 
retreating shadow dancer.  Mow and twelve survivors 
aimlessly drift on the floating rock-berg. 

 The tribe is silent saturated with mourning, 
a forgotten emotion.  Jaya clings to Mow more for 
warmth than affection.  Swollen bodies from another 
tribe wash ashore but are quickly dragged below the 
surface.  Dorsal fins sever the poisoned water.  
 Jayaʼs touch becomes unbearably cold.  Mow 
shimmies out of their embrace to face her.  She is 
bleeding.  Metal protrudes from her chest.  Mowʼs eyes 
follow the blade to the wooden staff and then to the 
pale demoness who wields the scythe.  She is an ice 
blue pixie scaled out.  Her body is lush and compact, 
petite but corpulent where it counts.  Her face changes 
shape from elfish in the moonlight to famine in the 
darkness.  “Are you death?” Mow asks.
      She gently smiles, “As if there were only one.”  The 
demoness extends a thin arm towards Mow.  “These 
belong to you.”  She drops three grains of sand into 
his palm, pulls the blade out of Jaya and into the 
remaining islanders.  Thirteen soulless bodies crash 
into the sea.  Mow treads water trying to keep his arm 
dry, clenching the grains above the surface.  Rows of 
razors scratch his stomach and warm drool splashes 
his face.  



 The sleeper blinks. He is no longer Mow, but still 
drowns in a puddle of drool. He glances at a canine 
mouth foaming with spit. The sleeperʼs body tingles. 
His wounds are healed and blood spurts through his 
veins. Wolf is still. The sleeper kicks up and sprints, 
summoning a miniature dust storm from his silver-
toed boots.
 Cutting through the dunes Coyote outruns the 
disorientated cowboy. Wolf nips at the sleeperʼs heels 
and forces him up hill. Coyote pounces from the other 
side of the dune catching the sleeper by the throat and 
wrangling him downward. Then Wolf leaps from the 
top dune and lands on the sleeperʼs chest, breaking his 
ribs.  
      The canines circle their meal as the sleeper pleads 
in an obsolete vernacular. Coyote chuckles licking the 
pink from his snout, “You can have the fatal bite.”  
      Wolf shakes his head and pulls out a small chisel. 
“Its important to steal the pineal gland while heʼs still 
breathing.” Wolf cracks the sleeperʼs skull and tears 
out a pinkish looking prune.  
      “Split it?” asks Wolf.  

      “Definitely.” Coyote responds.  
      The two canines wander hysterically into the 
desert. Pupils dilated they forget to feast.  

     



Epilogue

 The sleeper never stopped breathing. His skull 
fuses shut. The tears at his flesh scab over. A vulture 
swoops landing on his hardening chest intending to 
peck out his eyes, but the cowboy catches it by the 
throat. With a twist the sleeper severs the baldhead 

from its winged body. The beak will serve as a dagger 
until he finds something better. 

      The sleeper stands, completely healed, body 
and mind, but with no soul. He greets wakefulness 

awkwardly, brushing off desert sand, feathers, and fur 
from his mangled clothes. He sees two grains of sand 

embedded in his palm and closes his hand.
He remembers the one who left him

for dead and paces toward dawn.  
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An ADD Rant 
by Jon Hester

 SO in true rant fashion this is written at about 
three AM after many long hours of work, party, 
and repeat, under polite duress from my editors to 
crank something out. Fair play to them for being so 
considerate, because it’s really about damn time this 
thing was written. Let’s get right to the heart of this 
thing. When I mentioned how I was looking forward to 
Barack Obama’s inauguration on the 20th, a person I 
was talking to looked at me with this pessimistic grin... 
the kind that I used to give my high school English 
teacher when I felt we were given too much busywork 
and not enough substance. He said, “Well, then we’ll 
have another politician in office”. I know other people 
that think this way. I’d like to take this opportunity to 
tell them to reconsider. I welcome their opinion (after 
all DISSENT and DEBATE are patriotic, remember?), 
and I certainly understand that Obama is a mere 
mortal like the rest of us. I have no delusions. I’m just 
thrilled to feel represented by my President again. 
Someone who can make it through a speech without 
sputtering. Someone who has worked organizing 
communities. Someone who knows how to open a 
door, both figuratively AND literally. My conversational 
counterpart did concede that Obama would at least 
make us LOOK better. I think it’s a great deal more 
than that. His grace and principles allow him to lead 
by example rather than fire and unyieldingly ignorant 
brimstone.  Hearing Dumbya limp through his final 
press conference today marked the first time I actually 
listened to him speak in about six years, simply 
because the newscaster said he was going to talk about 
his mistakes in office.   



He said he was “disappointed” with some of the events 
that came to pass during his time in that crooked 
stolen throne, and he took no responsibility for his 
actions (as I would have predicted). Instead he blamed 
his friends and circumstance while waxing on about 
what an exciting job it was to be President. Good 
riddance. If there was ever a man who presented 
himself to us ready to serve his country and the world 
for greater good in tough times, his name may be 
Barack Hussein Obama. If he delivers on ANY of his 
promises, we’ll be that much better off. I say that even 
the naysayers deserve to give this man a chance. If 
they think they could do better, well, they should have 
run for office. I’d love to do away with the two party 
system for that matter. While politics is politics, I feel 
that Barack is ushering in a fresh-faced new era of 
politics- the politics of uniting people through effective 
communication and common sense. It’s not going to 
be an easy road to gain respect abroad and prosperity              
at home, but I feel wonderful to know that a man with 
such scruples will have a shot at leading us in the 
correct direction.





Winged lions!  Flying Fears!  Fortune cookie river rafts?
  Alex’s dreams have gotten a little strange since he met 

Aza the dream wanderer.  Can these two capture 
the flying Fear before it becomes a nightmare?
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